
DHRIM Foundation
Workshops and Meditation Retreats

The DHRIM Foundation helps people to reconnect with their 

Hearts; as a result, people get more hapinness, harmony, and 

peace in their life, they become more aligned to their Inner Self.

Conscious Breathing

Conscious Creation

Life and Conscious Death Process

Working with the Enneagram

Working with the Angels

Psychology of Chakras

Conscious Yoga Asanas

Traditional Martial Arts

Environmental Conservation

Conscious Agriculture

Train of Trainers

DHRIM Foundation, http://en.dhrim.org. Tel +34 660 391 600, info@dhrim.org

Meditation Retreats Personal Development Workshops

Vipassana Meditation

Meditation Retreat in Valencia

Spiritual Heart Retreat

Advanced Vipassana Retreat

(4 days, 10 days, 20 days)

(3 days, 10 days)

(3 days, 10 days)

(30 days, 60 days)



Conscious Creation (CCC)

This intensive course is aimed for participants to 

become aware of negative belief patterns, customs and 

ways of thinking that hinder the achievement of the 

objectives and goals set at a professional level in an 

organization and / or at a personal level, also with the 

family and with oneself. In this course you learn 

techniques to have a clearer vision of what you want in 

life and how to achieve it. Everyone comes up with an 

action plan to implement in their lives using the 

exercises learned during the course.

2010-2019 Bolivia, Romania, Spain, Italy

Conscious Breathing (CRC)

This course was designed and organized in several 

countries oriented to the purification of the mind and the 

release of crystallized emotions in the body, teaching 

various breathing and meditation techniques that can be 

used in daily life. This course has been very effective in 

managing organizational change in several institutions. 

With a scientific approach, it teaches participants to 

dissolve negative patterns of the subconscious and 

generate positive changes.

2003-2019      Bolivia, Argentina, India, Israel,
                       Romania, Spain, Rusia, Greece

Saint Petersburg, Rusia 2012

DHRIMf teaches people to reconnect 

with their Hearts having as a result a 

more harmonious, peaceful and joyful 

life in alignment with their true nature.  

www.dhrim.org  

DHRIM Foundation

For more information about our activities call or write to: +34 660-391600 +591 780-33684 - info@dhrim.org

Tarija, Bolivia 2017

The workshops have been very beneficial in different areas of our lives: physical 

heath, peace and clarity of mind, emotional release, deeper self knowledge and a life 

more aligned with our True Nature or Spiritual Heart.

What say some participants!



Interested in designing a customized workshop for the organization you work with? 
Contact us to know more about the advantages and value added to your company!

Phone: +591 780-33684, +34 660 391 600, Email: info@dhrim.org, Website: http://es.dhrim.org

Life and Conscious Death 
Process (VMC)

This workshop was designed and organized at the 

request of the Cancer Legion Foundation in the city of 

Tarija in Bolivia in 2016 and afterwards it continued to be 

delivered in other places. The purpose of the course is 

to help people lose their fear of death and learn about 

the transition process to prepare for death. Also 

participants learn meditation techniques to facilitate 

this natural process of death in a conscious way.

2016-2019  Argentina, Bolivia

Posadas, Argentina 2016

We can adapt or design a course according to your own demands, 

redesigning certain competences (Skills and habilities) defined by 

the organizational strategic plans and objectives.

Based on our previous experience, the constructivist approach as a 

teaching methodology has been very successful in organizations 

since it addresses real-life needs and also utilizes specific case 

studies to the situation of the organization.

We design real life cases to challenge participants and develop the 

experience and skills the management of the organization requires.

Workshops Design & Delivery!

Enneagram (EDP)

This course was designed and organized to support 

organizational development for various institutions, 

focused on personnel self-development in the Human 

Resources Department of an organization. This course 

teaches participants the Enneagram as a dynamic 

process for personal development in a practical way. It 

helps to understand relationships and improve them.

2005-2019 Bolivia, India, Romania, Spain

Valencia, Spain 2019



The Foundation seeks to spread the knowledge of practical 

personal development techniques to raise awareness in people! 

Let's support with this initiative!

Let's take the opportunity to organize a course, retreat or other 

event in your city! If there is a group of people who are interested in 

receiving the teachings, we can organize ourselves to send one or 

two facilitators to deliver that event ...

Generally, to be cost effective, it is better to organize two different 

courses in two consecutive weekends! To learn more write to 

awhite@dhrim.org.

Let’s Organize a Workshop!

Psichology of Chakras (PCH)

A practical course, focused on learning meditation 

techniques and psychology techniques to work with each 

energy center of our body. With the different techniques 

learnt, participants dissolve negative aspects stored in 

the form of crystallized energy in each chakra or energy 

center, which in many cases are the cause of physical 

illness or mental barriers that do not allow you to achieve 

the goals in your life.

2008-2019 India, Bolivia

New Delhi, India 2008

Working with Angels (ANG)

A practical course that will teach you to work with angels 

by performing meditations and rituals for blessing, 

purification, consecration, etc.. You will learn about their 

origins in the Jewish religion and how science has been 

discovering the relationship angels have to the human 

genome. Truly, a very interesting and useful course to 

raise awareness and continue with self-development!

2018-2019 Bolivia, Argentina

Tarija, Bolivia 2017

For more information about our activities call or write to: +34 660-391600 +591 780-33684 - info@dhrim.org

Interested in designing a customized workshop for the organization you work with? 
Contact us to know more about the advantages and value added to your company!



 Phone: +591 780-33684, +34 660 391 600, Email: info@dhrim.org, Website: http://es.dhrim.org

Vipassana Meditation Retreat 
(VIP)

In this 10-day Vipassana retreat, in addition to learning 

to meditate very well, you will be able to dissolve 

negative patterns stored in your subconscious mind, 

which in many cases, are the cause of physical illness or 

mental barriers that do not let you achieve the goals in 

your life!

2006-2019  Argentina, Bolivia, Spain, 
Greece, Italy, Romania, Rusia, Israel

Valencia, Spain 2017

To organize an event it is necessary to take into account 

some factors that will be analyzed with one of the 

Foundation's coordinators:

     Name and type of event to be organized.

     City and Country to know distances / travel times.

     Estimated dates for the event.

     Group size, ideally more than 10 people.

    Costs: rent, accommodation, snacks, transportation.

Contact  Angeles White (awhite@dhrim.org).

Organizing Retreats!

Spiritual Heart Retreat (SHR)

In this meditation retreat about the Spiritual Heart, in 

addition to learning to meditate, you will reactivate and / 

or strengthen your inner connection with your true Self or 

intuitive intelligence that we all carry within. It is already 

scientifically proven that our Inner Being is in the chest 

area interdimensionally; It is commonly called "Spiritual 

Heart".

2012-2019 Bolivia, Romania, Spain

Malaga, Spain 2018

Interested in designing a customized workshop for the organization you work with? 
Contact us to know more about the advantages and value added to your company!



You learn to realize the obstacles that one unconsciously places and thus sabotage the activities 

that could lead to achieving life goals. They are simple techniques to apply that have a lot of logic 

once one understands how the universe works from a scientific point of view. They are truly 

worthwhile courses!

What say some participants!

“I learned a lot and managed to establish 
what really is what I want to do in this life. I 
also realized the barriers that I put myself 
without realizing it, I was self-sabotaging 
for a long time, but not anymore! "

Mirtha Jijena
Univ. Ismael Saracho

“I realized many negative mental patters 
that I had without knowing that they were 
impeding me in what I wanted to achieve 
particularly with my company. I wish I had 
known this before! "

“It is a very beautiful and useful course! 
I wish they taught us this at school ... I 
learned much more than I expected, I 
was not aware of how complex it is this 
universe we live in! "

Marcelo Valdéz
Entreprenour

Rosario Guzmán
Business Owner

Benefits of taking Workshops 
and/or Retreats

Increased memory, peace of mind

Sense of inner happiness, lasting states of 

relaxation

Greater receptivity towards people and life 

situations

Greater empathy and creativity

Better relationships with family members, work and 

friends.

More energy during the day.

Development of intuition that helps make better 

decisions.

Greater concentration of the mind

Increased levels of self motivation

DHRIM Foundation contributes to people in communities 

and organizations to become much more harmonious and 

peaceful, more aligned with the energy of love and respect 

for each other, providing always a high level of awareness 

which helps people follow their intuition and release all 

limiting and debilitating memories from their bodies, minds 

and emotions as well as resistance to change; the expanding 

range of awareness will finally lead to the recognition of their 

true nature.

DHRIM Foundation Vission

 Phone: +591 780-33684, +34 660 391 600, Email: info@dhrim.org, Website: http://es.dhrim.org
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